Today's Top News

System (RAID, NAS, SAN)

- CES: Seagate Lyve Drive Mobile System Modular Storage Solution Portfolio
  With HAMR and dual-actuator HDDs
- Best NAS 2020

Market Reports/Research

- Best Enterprise Backup & Recovery Software
  Rubrik, Veeam Backup & Replication, Cohesity, IBM Spectrum Protect, Zerto

Solid State (SSD, flash key, etc.)

- National Taiwan Normal University Assigned Patent
  Flash memory structure and method of manufacturing

Hard Disk Drives

- R&D: Dual-Structure Microwave-Assisted Magnetic Recording Using Only Spin Torque Oscillator
  Configuration was found which allowed selective switching of either structure when subject to magnetic fields oscillating at 9GHz and 20GHz.

Software

- From SoftLanding, Supermon Disk Multi-Threaded Processing for IBM i Disk Management Solution
  Supermon Disk drives down disk evaluation times with multi-threaded processing
- Quobyte Assigned Patent
  Fault-tolerant file replication

People

- Kathy Crusco Board's Director, Code42
  Held positions at Docuement and Adaptec.
- Marco Fanizzi VP of EMEA and Callum Eade VP of APJ, Commvault
  Coming from Dell and VMware, respectively.

Cloud, Online Backup, SSPs, MSPs

- Arto SmartCloud SaaS Service Platform Deployed for Security Camera Solutions
  Offering includes computer vision, multi-object detection, audio analysis, security services, scaled storage, and ecosystem integrations.
- Following Australia Forest Fires, DuoCircle Offers Free MX Backup Plan
  For businesses in country
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